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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM, DEFINITION OF TERMS USED, AND
METHOD OF MAKING THE STUDY
From the beginning of radio broadcasting, it has been
generally agreed that radio might become one of the great
educational mediums. A great number of educational pro-
grams of various types has been offered. There are now
three general types of educational broadcasting: (1) direct
into-school broadcasts, which include broadcasts specially
prepared by directors of a school system for the schools of
the system, and any radio activity broadcast over a pUblic
address system into other rooms of the same building; (2)
supplementary school broadcasts; and (3) after-school
broadcasts. Many schools, especially the newer buildings,
have been equipped with radio; and educators and radio
directors have said much about the value of radio in the
sohool.
I. THE PROBLEM
... .'. : : :::. ::: :\ ::: ....:. . .. . ... .. .. . -. . .
Statement 2!~ problem. It is the purpose of this
study: (1) to review the e4uoational poss1b1lit1es of
rad10 on the h1gh-school level; aJ?d (2) to find out how and
to what 'extent high schools take advantage of these
~ ? ';;
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Importanoe 2t~ study. Radio listening takes a
large part of the out-of~school time of boys and girls, and
radio has its eduoationaleffect, either positive or nega-
tive, on these boys and girls. l It is evident that the
schools have responsibility with respect to the momentous
pedagogioal possibilities of radio.S It was considered of
sUffioient importance to know what secondary schools are
doing toward assuming this responsibility to make a speoial
study of the problem.
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Recent. In this study, this term is used to indicate
the period of time since 1930, with greater stress on the
years in the latter part of the period.
Trends. This term is used to include all practioes
which indicate a definite motion in a given direction.
Use 2t ranio. Any practice found in the sohools with
respect to radio as a tool of education has been included.
lIe Keith Tyler, -Developing a Discriminating
AUdience," Education :ez Radio, 6:26, August, 1936.
2Charles N. Lischlta, "Radio and the School," ~
Oatholic School Journal, 33:4, January, 1933.
Secondary schools. Four-year high schools, Junior high
schools, senior high schools, and six-year high schools are
included under this term.
III. METHOD OF M4-KING THE STUDY
Data tor this study were gathered from various sources.
Broadcasting companies were asked for schedules of educa-
tional programs and for information as to the manner and
extent ot their use. Radio schedules published in papers
and magazines were examined.
Information was secured SDut the activities ot a
number ot schools of the air through communication with
them. The United States Department ot the Interior, Oftice
ot Education, Washington, D.C., also furnished valuable
material for the study.
Various published reports on radio projects in schools
and on children's choice ot programs.for recreational
listening wer~ consulted. Finally, books and magazine




REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
Only one study was found that is directly related to
the present study. This was a thesis prepared in 1927 by
Stewart Bryon Atkinson, principal of Upton (Massachusetts)
High School, entitled "Radio in Secondary Education." He
showed that 67 of the 263 Massaohussetts high schools had
receiving sets in use; that 29 of these had been made in
the school; and that instruotion in set making was given
in 63 of the schools. He reported that sohools in Moberly,
Mississippi; Boise, Idaho; Spokane, ,Washington; Toledo,
Ohio; and Omaha, Nebraska, had broadcasting stations. l
I. Keith Tyler made a study in 1934 of the listenihg
habits of secondary-sohool pupils in Oakland, California.
He found that there were radios in 97 to 99 per cent of the
homes of these children; that the pupils spent about two
hours and twenty minutes daily listening to radio programs
outside of school; that there was an overwhelming appeal of
humor; that the "good singing voioeR had a great appeal for
'\ .
girl~~ and that the program preferenoes of the group
'indicated that the dramatic approach is by far the most
" latewart Bryon Atkinson, "Radio in Seoondary Eduoa-
tion,· (unpublished Master's thesis, Harvard University,
1927.)
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popular and that talking is the least likely to meet a
response. 2
In 1937, Sister Anne Catherine made a study of the
leisure-time radio habits of high-school pupils in four
small high schools in Wisconsin. Her findings were very
similar in every respect to those of Doctor Tyler in Oakland.
The pupils reported that 99 per cent of them had radios in
their homes, and that they listened on an average of a
little more than two hours a day; They preferred humor,
. 3
dramatizations, and dance music.
In an address delivered in Buffalo and in an article
in March, 1935, Educational Method, Ben H. Darrow referred
to a study made in the John Smart Junior High School in
Fort Wayne, in which the 1,3000 children in the school listen
to the radio two and one half hours a day, of which about
•fifteen minutes were given to listening to the Ohio School
of'the Air during school hours. 4
2I . K~ith Tyler, "The Listening Habits of Oakland
(O~l"t()Imia) Pupi,ls, II The Enealish Journal, 25: 206-15,
March, 1936.
3Sister Anne Catherine, "Students lAir' Their Radio
Habits;" DiscrImination, 1:1, June 7, 1937. .
4"-': ("., " "
t:,l'",\r::-Ben;)a'~.,:;:p~r;t"Qw, ...~Can.tl!-e 'Sphop~T~ach Discrimination
ip~R~~Q ~~"~te1'1+ng?~. ,Educatlana1 Method, 14': 311-15~ March,
1935, and ~IKeeping the School Up To Dat e, II Radio Talk over
WBEN, B~:t'~~o,anp.the'jR~d.Netwo~k, petober 10, 1935.
!,roe ~ .' .
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Darrow made a study5 in six states ot the Union repre-
senting each section ot the nation. Slightly in excess ot
one thousand childrentrom the third grade through the
ninth were included in the study. In giving the results ot
the study, the children of grades 7, 8, and 9 were grouped
together. The children were asked to list the programs to
which they listened regularly and to tell what they liked
best in these programs. The girls ot junior-high-school
age liked music, humor, adventure, stories and plays, and
news in the order given. The boys liked humor, adventure,
music, plays and stories, and news in the order given.
In response to a request to indioate a tirst and
seoond ohoioe ot program when a travelog, biographical
dramalog, dramatization ot books, history dramalog, and
teaching ot songs were available, the types of programs
reoeived the tollowing ranking: biographical dramalog,
teaohing ot songs, travelog, dramatization ot books,
history dramalogs.
A study,S- oonduoted by Dr. Wisenberg ot Teachers
Oollege) Columbia) on motion piotures and radio, showed that
~Ben H. Darrow, "Ohildren's Preferenoes in Radio Pro-
grams,· Report of Study Made tor the National Congress of
Parents and Teaohers, 1934-36.
:~""'(l./:..>:: ',;:':.' .. ~ .;'
-- r;~:·/.::",6alohard:Jame$ Hurley, "Movie and Radio--Friend and
Foe,' English Journal, 26:205-11, Maroh, 1937.
7
children would rather listen to the radio than read. Those
with high intelligence quotients liked narrative programs,
humor, news, and semi-classical music. Those with low in-
telligence quotients wanted popular dance music, popular
songs, and narratives that tend toward the emotional and
sentimental.
The University of Wisconsin has been carrying on a study
through the Wisconsin School of the Air, under the direction
of H. B. McCarty,7 to determine the place of radio in the
classroom and to devise methods for its most effective use.
Various methods of presentation were tried in different
subject fields. The effectiveness of lessons in music and
nature study for the grades was tested. Tests will be made
for the social studies in junior and senior high school.
Various members of the university faculty cooperate in the
, .
broadcasts and in the study.
Bearing~ these studies~ Qa ~ present study.
The first study reviewed deals direotly with the use of
radio in secondary sohools, and, though made earlier than
the time inoluded in the present stUdy, should prove valu-
able for oomparison. The other studies deal with the reore-
. . 7Lester Ward Parker, "The Wisoonsin Study of Sohool
B~oadcasts,1 Education on the Air, (Ninth yearbook of the
Institute tor Education~yRadio, Columbus: 1938).
8
ational use ot radio r~her than with its use as a tool in
the classroom. Since training for the worthy use ot
leisure is one ot the cardinal principles of secondary
education, secondary schools should be concerned about an
instrument which claims such a ,large share ot the leisure
time ot high-school boys and girls. Although anything that
the schools may be doing to meet this obligation may be
considered only an indirect use,ot radio in the school, it
has been included in this study because ot its importance.
These studies of the tastes and preterences ot high-school
children in the matter ot recreational programs are related
to this one in so tar as they have been made by eduoators
with a view to helping the school meet, at least in part,






Communication. Oommunication was naturally the first
use of radio as it was conceived. ~Dur1ng the World War it
was used solely for th1s purpose, chiefly for point-to-
point oommunication. It is now the most effective means
of one-way commun1cation, particularly when a large number
ot people is to be reached as qUickly as possible. In time
ot public calamity,l as flood, groups of workers are
directed efficiently by radio and others are kept informed
of the state of affairs. The Ohio Valley flood of January,
1936, and the European orises of the winter of 1938-39 are
good examples of this. In cities police departments are
dire~ted by radio. Radio oommunication direots the air
pilot in his flight and landing. Two-way and even three-
way conversations have taken place between people in widely
scattered regions of the world. Finally, in many of the
newer and larger schools, radio is a means ot communication
through a public address system.
Entertainment. Entertainment was early introduoed as
>1 "~ewf;l item, "Radio and Catastrophe, I Education ~
Radio', 6:4, Aprl1,1936.
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one of the uses of radio. Dr. Frank Conrad2 of the
Westinghouse laboratories sent out programs of phonograph
music, talks, ball scores, and other material in the summer
of 1920. In September of that year, newspaper advertise-
ments told of picking up these programs in certain places
and offered reoeiving sets for sale. Today entertainment,
, ' •.' ..1 •~
not always of 'the highest order, somet1mes threatens to
displace ,other uses of radio.
Advertising. Advertising, or a oommercial use of
radio, began in 1922 when WEAF of New York broadoast a real
estate company's advertisement. 3 On New Year's DaY,l925,
the first oommercially sponsored program to be handled on a
national basis was broadcast. 4 This use of radio grew very
rapidly. Because of oertain abuses on the part of adver-
tisers, there are many who believe that it is not suffioient
that broadoasting oompanies be responsible to the Federal
Radio Commission, but that broadoasting stations should be
owned andoper~ted by the government, as is the oase in
.. ,~'!KD1tA.and Seventeen Years of Broadcasting, n Bulletin
trom K,pKA, 1937•
.. ;:"~~A. L.Ashby, .Ten Years 0'£ Network Broadoasting, n An
Addre.~.deliver.ed before the Wilkinsburg Automobile Club,
E:.li~ts~u.rgh,'Pa,.," 193,6. '.. ...'
! t,; ";,,,,_ ... ;', l', ','-." ", ' \"', '
){erman s" Hettinger, ,'Broadoasting in the United
':tat.es,~;Il!''lh&A.nna18;of·!B£~'Amerloan ·'Aoademy .2! Politioal
etDJE'pol:a.JJ 801enoe., 'f!T7: 1':'14,' Janua;ry, 1936.
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many foreign oountries.
Eduoation. A fourth, and probably the most important,
use of radio is as a means of eduoation. The radio may be
a medium5 through which the departments of the school may
work together toward the education of the whole ohild. A
publio address system may serve not only as a means of
oommunication within the sohool, but also as a means of self
expression tor the pupils. Radio programs from outside, in
general, are planned to appeal",to the mass of people, and
this tact oannot be overlooked by any educator who realizes
that life is lived and learned in plaoes other than the
classroom. 6 On the other hand, from the beginning of radio
broadoasting there were people with vision who believed that
radio should be used as a direct means ot eduoation through
specially designed programs. These might be tor school
ohildren, presented by a master teaoher, and used in schools
under the leadership of the regular teaoher, or programs of
a distinctly eduoational character for general broadcasting.
An eduoational program? is one whioh has been prepared
"6.Howard F. Shout, ILinking a Sohool by Loud ,Speaker,"
,Natio'n'sSehools t 21:3l~3, February, 1938.
,,~, ':~dgar D'ale, IIUn11~'e~sed Teaohers, II The Rw. Letter,
Vol. IV, N,Q.6,' April, ,1939.
}\;, Ct" 7d~lu1 J~D'eBoer", "Radio' and Ch1ldren's Emotions, H
Sohool ~Society, 60:369-73, September 16, 1939.
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from-the point ot view of the growth ot the listener, tor
the benefit of the listener, rather than one which seeks to
persuade a listener to do something or buy something tor the
benefit of the sponsor. Programs need not teach a specific
subject, as, the schools can do that. They must be artisti-
cally, prepared and presented so-that they may contribute to
the enrichment of the children's experience background and
make them better informed. The province of the radio pro-
gram is the emotional life of the child. Programs must
assist children to meet the problems arising out of social
contacts and to develop the attitudes which are needed in
the complex life of today,
In accordanoewith this idea, in 1921 ~-began regUlar
4aily broadcasts8 representing every department of the .
University of Wisconsin, and in 1922 organized and broad-
c~st th13 first radio music appreciation course to be heard
on the air. In 1923 Haaren High School~ New York, broad-
cast lessons in aocountancy; Oakland broadcast lessons in
seve~al SUbjects and organized a training school for broad-
~asting and listening; the Little Red Schoolhouse programs
'8Harold'B.lIIoaarty, HWHA, Wisconsin's Radio Pioneer,
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were broadcast over WLS, Ohicago, in 1924-20; KSAO broad-
cast a series of lessons for country schools in Kansas in
1925; and in 1926 Atlanta broadoast lessons in a wide
variety of sUbjeots.None of these series was continued
very long because the time was not yet ripe for such a
venture. Cleveland, under the leadership of Miss Alice
Keith, began broadcasting a music appreciation course and
compiled a textbook for the course. This was followed by
courses in other subjects. Ohicago returned to school
broadcasts in 1926. In 1928 the Damrosch music appreoiation
lessons were launched by the National Broadoasting Company.
The same fall the Ohio School of the Air was organized.
The school year of 1930-31 saw the beginning of the American
School of the Air. Numerous schools of the air have been
inaugurated sinoe that time. In the meantime, many radio
stations,lO whioh had come into being at universities and
colleges as laboratory equipment and which had been really
eduoational stations, were taken over by commercial inter-
ests. In 1926~ after the trend was well begun, 105 out ot
537 licensed stations were owned by government agencies or
educational institutions; in 1936 there were only about 30
stations institutionally operated although the to.tal number
.
, \., .1.
.;, '. ~l •
: .···.··-:.·lO':~·· . '.'. ., .
.:~< .... , ... ,··HaroldA•. Engel,IEmergenoeof the Educational
Stations,' Eduoation J2ZRadl0, 6:3, June, 1936.
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ot stations was larger than before.
A new development in educational radio came on January
26, 1938, when the Federal Communications Commission
assigned twenty-five ultra-high frequencies to educational
use. ll No conditions are attached to these frequencies for
experimental work. Beoause of the naturally limited range,
the number of allocations throughout the country might be
about 1,500. These broadoasts ?annot be reoeived on ordi-
nary instruments as at present constructed. They are good
for ,looal eduoational uses but not for educational broad-
oasting in general.
11Barr1 A. Jager, "New Air-Wa1s to Learning,.
Education,~~~, (Ninth Yearbook of the Institute tor
::Educationb1 Radio,' Columbus: 1938).
other programs of an educational nature, but not
CHAPTER IV
EDUCATIONAL RADIO PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
Introduction. The purpose of this chapter is to present
a picture of the possibilities of education by radio in the
various subject-matter fields on the secondary level. A
number of educational shows in each subject-matter field will
be discussed in detail. Those chosen for discussion are in
general some of the less known programs, because information
on the more important network programs is easily available to
anyone interested. Following the discussions, lists are made
of all programs that could be found in the particular field.
The sources from which these lists were compiled are as fol-
lows: the program listings of the networks; the weekly
schedules in Radio GUide; the radio Calendar compiled by the
American Association of School Administrators; the schedules
of the American School of the Air, the Nation's School of the
Air, Ohio School of the Air, WLS-School Time, the Rochester
School of the Air, the Chicago Radio Council; and the pro-
grams "broadcast·· by Indiana state Teachers College, Purdue
University, and the University of Kentucky. Programs de-
aignedfor use in the classrooms of elementary schools were
~J., .,
':- ';': • '> '
ipecla1ly.~ designed: far school.use, were included whet,her or
not theyroccurred'" dur~ngschool holU's ••.
~r)~o,n~ :; (.~ :T/.::;:,\:~.'!,,·;:.l'.~-r.,
· ,
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All programs are listed according to the day and hour of
their occurrence during the school year. Allpragrams pre-
pared for school use run only during the school year. Many
other programs ot an educational nature are either interrupt-
ed, or occur at a different hour during the summer months.
I. MUSIC
Place of music in broadcasting. Among all the offerings
of radio, none receives so much attention as music. In ad-
dition to many programs which consist almost entirely of
music, there is some music as part of practically every pro-
gram. The radiol offers anyone who has access to an instru-
ment more opportunities of hearing good music than riches
and travel could command at the beginning of the century.
The radio is doing for music what the printing press did for
literature--making it available f or everybody.
During the early days of radio, in spite of the fact
that many saw in it a means of bringing culture to the masses
ot people, the critics2 claimed that apart from being a
valuable means of communication, the radio was only a means
of entertainment tor morons. The success of the programs ot
lpeter W. Dykema, "Music as Presented by the Radio,"
Broohure trom the Radio Institute of the Audible Arts, 1935.
'. 2Merrll1D.enison"IIThe, Educational Program, H Brochure
tltl,~~ the· Racl4.o Institute of the Audible Arts, 1935.
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the Metropolitan Opera and of symphony conoerts finally
proved that in music, at least,. the radio has possibilities
that must not be overlooked ~ Radio is now helping3 men to
reclaim their birthright of music. In early times, music
and most of the other arts were the prized possession of
vigorous men of affairs.
Place 2! music ~ education. All children have some-
thing of the artist in them, whi~h means that each one
reaches out for some manifestation of beauty_ This feeling
for beauty must be nourished or it will die. Progressive
educators, accordingly, give music an important place in the
oourse of study.
There must be cooperation4 between home and school in
the matter of musio education. The music which the child
hears ,at home over the radio should not be so different from
what he hears at school that his standards become confused.
To prevent this conflict requires adjustments on both sides.
Doctor Howard Hanson saye5 that the public is now
becoming acquainted with good music at a rate that would
3peter W. Dykema, "Men and Radio Music," Brochure from
the.Radio Institute of the Audible Arts, 1936.
"p- ~eter W. Dykema, IIRadio Music for Boys and Girls, n
Brochure,:-from the Radio Institute of· the Audible Arts, 1936.
'. ' (., . .
~H~!ard)ianson', "Music ,Everywhere, II Etude, 63:84 and
118 February' '., 1935. .,'
':'1:; ~~" ~~ L. ,~:,.. ';,':."J. ,",; ) ,~'". <' .'
,
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formerly have taken centuries. He says that every American
home that pretends to culture should have a piano and a radio,
and that the music teacher must impress upon others that now
is the best time in history for the intelligent study of music.
Listening ~ ~ activity. Listening may be either pass-
ive or active. Both kinds of listening have their place and
the modern habit seems to be to use radio music as a back-
ground for almost any kind ot activity, though active listen-
ing is necessary for growth in musical appreciation.
The radio otters6 remarkable opportunities tor training
the ear to notice the fine points which might be missed in a
concert hall, and for carrying on one's actual musical act-
ivities through playing some instrument along with the radi~
through dancing, and through singing. Listening to radio
music ,should not supplant all other musical activities. Musi-
cal paralysis may result trom too much listening. Listening
should be both a reward and a stimulus. There must be periods
of silence. The'right kind of radio music is a blessed thing,
but silEmce is also blessed, and some silence,.is neededJ.bothd.
before and after fine listening.
Alton O'Steen asks? why time should be taken in a school
19
schedule that is already crowded with exoursions, movie-
making, vooational gUidanoe, and integrated oourses added to
the old-line "subJeots" for listening to musio. He gives
these reasons in answer:
First, listening to musio is one of the major souroes
of aesthetio pleasure for a. great many persons.
Seoond, our students nBed the relaxation whioh listen-
ing to musio affords from the busy, often frantio aoti-
vities of sohool life.
Third, many of the world's greatest masterpieoes are in
musioal form. The ourrioulUm oan no more omit Beethoven
than it oan Shakespeare.
Fourth, intelligent listening to musio is a skill whioh
can be gUided and taught. Intelligent listening is an
active, not a passive, experienoe. It is very different
from doing nothing.
Fifth, our students are now listening and later in life
will listen to music muoh more than they will make it.
Listening is one of several musio activities, one which
ought to be planned for and oarefully direoted in the
schools.
Sixth, many students are confining their listening to a
single type of musio.
Radl0 programs 2! muslc. outstanding among the .music
programs is the NBC Music Appreoiation Hour conducted by
Walter Danrosch. Doctor Damrosch belleves8 that in defining
theoultural status of a oountry one must consider the
importanoe of its musioians as well as that of its poets,
SWalter Danrosch, "Music and the Radio," Annals 2f~
American AcademY 2! Political ~ Social Soience, 177:91-3,
January, 1935.
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painters, and sculptors. His object in the series of in-
structions is not to teach theory of music, but to create a
love for it and an intelligent appreciation of it. This
program is an excellent example of what a master musician
who loves children as well as music oan do toward the musical
education of the nation. The instructions are divided into
four series for different grade levels, with Series C for
junior high school and Series D for senior high school.
Another program deserving of special mention is "Music
Makers," conducted by Doctor Joseph E. Maddy of the Universi-
ty of Michigan. On this program Doctor Maddy successfully
gives lessons on wind and stringed instruments.
The American School of the Air has a lesson in music
appreciation on Tuesday afternoon. The Columbia Broadcasting
Company also has the following series weekly at varying
times: "Everybody's Music,H "Exploring Music," "Columbia
Concert Hall," "Keyboard Concerts," and liThe Story of the
Song. "
The following list of musical programs of an education-
1al nature is not complete as a number of universities and




The time listed throughout is C.S.T.
Monday p.m.
1:00-- 1:15 Music In Amerioa--WLS--Sohool Time
1:30-- 1:45 Baokgrounds of Back-country Ballads--WHAS
University of Kentucky (Early fall)
1:30-- 1:46 Jerome Kern--WHAS--University of Kentucky
2:00-- 3:00 Curtis Institute of Music--CBS
Tuesday a.m.
9:46--10:00 Musical Spotlight--WBOW--TERRE HAUTE--
Indiana State Teachers College
11:46--12:16 Music Makers (Dr. Maddy)--NBC Red
Tuesday p.m.
1:30-- 2:00 Civic Orchestra--WHAM--Rochester
1:30-- 2:00 Music of America--CBS--American School ot
Air
2:15-- 2:45 United States Army Band--NBC Blue
2:30-- 3:30 Cincinnati Symphony Children's Concerts--
CBS (Once a month during winter months)
4:16-- 4:46 Music for Fun--CBS
Wedneeday p.m.
2:00-- 3:00 Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra--WIRE--
Indiana University
3:30-- 3:46 Music with the Masters--WBAA--Purdue
Thursday p.m.
1:30-- 1:45 Concert Miniatures--WHAS--University of
Kentucky (Throughout the fall and early
Winter)






Music Appreciation Hour--NBC--by Damrosch
(First week in October to end of April)
Moments with Famous Composers--WHAS--
Universltyof Kentucky (Fall and early
,!,interl~ .
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1:30-- 1:45 Folk Music of the South--WHAS--University
of Kentucky (Late summer)







NBC Symphony Orohestra--NBC Blue
Cinoinnati Conservatory of Music--CBS
The Young People's Concerts--CBS (Onoe a
month during winter months)
Eastman Sohool' of Music--NBC Red
Saturday p.m.
12:15-- 4:00 Metropolitan ~pera--NBC Red
Sunday a.m.
9:30--10:00 Music and American Youth--NBC Red
10:30--11:00 The Southernaires-~NBC Blue
Sunday p.m.
2:00-- 4:00 New York Philharmonic Orohestra--CBS
6:00-- 6:30 Bach Cantata Series--MBS
II. ENGLISH, DRAMA, and SPEECH
English. The radio can be used very effeotively in
teaching the various phases of English. According to Seerley
9Reid, the major objectives in teaching English to which
radio can contribute are: (1) appreciative enjoyment of all
types of literature; (2) developing discrimination and ap-
praising technique; (3) develop with the pupils a purposeful
9seerley Reid', "Radio and, English Objective, II
Educational Method, 17:180-4, January, 1939.
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interest in ourrent Bocial problems. F. H. LumleylO says
that radiooan oontribute to the teaohing of English by
illustrating various phases of instruotion through present-
ing readings, plays, examples of speeoh; by helping the
teaoher oover a subJeot extensively; and. by showing the
teaoher new or varied methods ot,teaohing, permitting her to
observe her pupils' reaotions to these methods. On her part,
the teaoher oan help the pupil realize what radio programs
mean in terms of their literary and sooial values. The
radio oan also be a valuable help in teaohing good pronun-
oiation, not only through lessons broadoast for that purpose,
but also through intelligent observation of those taking
part in any of the eduoational programs.
The various sohools of the air and many of the universi-
ties present programs dealing with pronunoiation, diotion,
writing, and appreoiation of literature.
An unusual programll is one presented by the Board of
Education of New York City in oooperation with the WPA to
teaoh English to the foreign born. A series of adult
education programs is presented over thirteen looal statio~s.
Commeroial and oultural sUbJeots are also inoluded in the
lOF. H. Lumley, "The English Teaoher and Radio Broad-
Qa~ts,l. ~ H!sh Sohool Teaoher, 10:24-5, January, 1934.
IlNeW$'ite~, Eduoat1on EzRad1o, 7:53, November, 1937.
'; .. '(', ;~.
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broadcasts. Students in English are supplied with free text-
books to guide them during the lessons and send their "home-
work" in to the program headquarte~s by mail. These returned
lessons provide an aocurate measure of the number of students.
Supplementing the broadcast is a staff of itinerant teachers
who visit the pupils in their ho~es or places of employment.
Drama. Programs in dramatic form12 rank seoond in fre-
quency to music programs. Broad~asters, whether eduoational
or commercial, seem to be agreed that ideas can best be con-
veyed when presented in dramatic form, but radio dramas can-
not all be classified together for either praise or blame.
Throughout the ages, drama has been a vital and moving
"force in the life of a people, and has been recignized as an
effeotive way of teaohing. Drama entertains as it teaohes,
and the experienoes of the oharacters beoome, in a manner,
the personal experiences of the spectators. This vicarious
experienoe makes an impression that teaohing alone oannot
make. Radio now brings this effeotive method of teaching
within the reaoh of every teaoher.
Besides the dramatic episodes presented in the teaching .
of scienoe, soclal studies, health, and other subjeots, there
are a number of programs whioh present some of the immortal
l2]~ lKeithTyler,.:.HlsRadio Drama Significant? n ~
H.mif:;~ttJer ," ,.4: 1';;4, -Deoember, 1938.
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dramas of the past and the best of the modern dramas. Chief
among these is the "Great Plays" series given by the Nation-
al Broadoasting Company. Another example is furnished by
the Junior League13 of .Dayton~ Ohio, whioh presents drama-
tizations of the olassios being studied by the English
olasses in the thirteen high sohools of the oity. The pro-
gram is presented as a sustaining feature of station WSMK
whioh assumes all expenses of the broadcast. The school
superintendent, the English teaofters, and the radio station
oooperate with the Junior League to produoe the programs.
Speeoh. According to Waldo Abbot,14 no single oourse
is more extensively taught by radio than that of speech.
Speech departments in nearly all the universities have
presented radio courses, and there are a number of commer-
cial Qroadoasts, such as the one given by the Better Speech
Institute of America.
~~(j ;.f l~ewe item in Education 2.l Radio, 1 7 :32, July, 1937.
} ,l"'aido :Abbot,Handbook of Broadcasting, (New York:
(McGraw-Hill,' 19a7,)p. 249. --
ENGLISH






Can YOu Pronounce It?--WBAA--Purdue
Adventures in Reading--NBC Blue
Between the Bookends--NBC Blue (Monday
through Friday)
Tuesday p.m.
1:30-- 1:46 Creative Writing and Reading--WOSU--Ohio
School of the Air
1:30-- 1:46 Interviews with-Kentucky Writers--VnfAS--
University of Kentucky (Summer)
1:46-- 2:00 Chapters That Live--WHAS--University of
Kentucky
3:00-- 3:30 American Life and Books--WHA--University
of Wisconsin
3:46-- 4:00 Of Men and Books--CBS
Wednesday a.m.
9:16-- 9:30 Meet the Author--MBS--Nation's School of
the Air
Wednesd;ay p.m.
2:00-- 2:30 Class in Stage and Radio Diction--WJR--
University of Michigan
2:16-- 2:30 This Week in Literature--WBAA--Purdue
3:00-- 3:16 Of Men and Books--CBS
Thursday a.m.
9 :'46-..10: 00 Authors Around the Wor1d--WBOW--Indiana
State Teachers College
Thursday, p.m.
2:00--2:30, English as You Like It--WHA--University
of Wisconsin
Friday a.m.






Lives Between the Lin~s--CBS--Amerioan
School of Air





6:30-- 6:45 Lives of Great'Men--NBC Red
Sunday p.m.





11:00--11:15 Appreciation of Shakespeare--WBAA--Purdue
Frlday p.m.
1:00-- 1:15 Introduotion to the Drama--WBAA--Purdue
10:30--11:00 The Natlon's Playhouse--MBS
Saturday p.m.
1:00-- 1:30 Radl0 Stage--WBAA--purdue
9:00-- 9:30 Original Radl0 Plays--NBC Red
Sunday p.m.
12:00-- 1:00 Great Plays--NBC Blue
6 t 30-- 7: 00 NBC Radl0 GUi1d--NBC·,. ~:Blue
7:00-- 8:00 Mercury Theate~-CBS
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III. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
Radio ~ ~ ~ in vocational guidance. In vooational
guidance the radio can ·offer help that no other agency oan
offer. Vocational information acquired through a text book
or any printed source lacks a personal interest which con-
tact with people of various vooations can give. Compara-
tively few schools are so situated that they can give their
students experience with a great, variety of occupations
either by visiting different kinds of occupational groups or
by bringing in representatives of the professions, trades,
and other groups to talk to the students. The ability of
the radio to go any place and to transmit all kinds of sound
makes it possible to incorporate the lives of the people.
Programs. The Amerioan School of the Air,15 at times,
takes the microphone to different parts of the city to
different industries and occupations, .. and there gives an
actual picture of the work through description, through the
sounds characteristic of the work, and through interviews
wlththe workers. Secretary Iokes and members of the
Department of the Interior have also reported on the function
arid activities of the department on some of these programs.
;'...
l~argaret' Harrls911"IIC()mmunlty Resources through
Radio," Progressive Education, 3:197-9, March, 1939.
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16 '
Kathleen N. Lardle, "Detrolt's Plan tor Educatlonal
!3roadcasts," Educatlon ez Radl0, 8:36-6, August, 1937.
!;i 17
" Marga:re!* Harrlson, .2:2. ill.
~~~~~ i~e~ l~'Educatlon.'~" Radl0, 8:'33, November, 1939.
, " ','; ~" :
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Training?" and "How Can I Get a Job?" in addition to dis-
cussing in detail each of the various vocations. Listeners
'are. supplied with notebooks containing outlines to be filled
in with information gained from listening to the broadcasts
and also lists of references for further study.
Other programs having vocat~onal guidance as an ubjec-
tive are: "So You Want To Be," interviews with well-known
men and women by boy or girl of "teen" age seeking first
steps in becoming suocessfu1 aviators, lawyers, writers,
test pilots, explorers, and the like; "Americans At Work,"
background description of occupations with lion the spot"
interviews; "Stories of Amerioan Industry," produced by CBS
in oooperation with the United States Department of Commerce;
and IIParade of Progress," presenting stories of such indus-
tries as oanning, glass bottles, paokaging, and the like•
. .
Programs dealing with such ocoupational subjects as
commerce, home economics, industrial arts and the like are
included in the following list.
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
Tuesday.a.m.
9:00-- 9:15 GU1deposts to Liv1ng--MBS--Nation's
School o~ the Air
Tuesday p.m.
:I-':n:)'~';'l':30 E1ectr1cal Shop--WBAA--Purdue
2toe-~ Jeh 15 ,Vocational Guidanee--WBOW--Indiana sta.te









I Want A Job--WBAA
Your Own ,Tomorrow--WOSU--Ohio School of
the Air
Visiting Kentucky's Industries--WHAS
So Yo~ Want To Be--CBS
9:00-- 9:16 The Wheels Go Round--MBS--Nation's
School of the Air
Thursday p.m.
1:46-- 2:00 Planning Your Career--WHAS (Summer)
Saturday a.m.'
11:16--11:30 Women In The World of Tomorrow--WBBM
Saturday p.m.
6:46-- 6:00 Stories of American Industry--CBS
6:00-- 6::30 Americans at Work--CBS
Other programs included in this list are "Get Ready for
Tomorrow,· by NBC; a Home Economics series, an Industrial
Arts series, and a Commerce series broadcast by WBOW from
Indiana State Teachers College, also, during March, a series
featuring Mr. Elder, registrar, offering guidance to those
seeking teaching as a profession.
IV. SOOIAL STUDIES
,History. The storyl.9 of.the development of Americam
civilization provides such an array of educative materials
and dramatic episodes that it is a Unatural U for radio.
Radi9,dramatizations of historical events should be such as
;':', hl';~NOrDla~;WOelfel" IThe "Broadcasting of History,. ~
I!!!i,lietter, 4:1-3, May, 1939.
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to stimulate thought on the part of both teaoher and pupil.
An example of such programs dealing with the history of a
partioular part of the country20 is the "Sod Shanties and
Saddles" series sponsored by the Bismark, North Dakota,
publioschools and broadcast on Sunday afternoons over
station KFIR. The scripts ~a!',Er" ,written by teachers and
presented by a cast of high-sohool students. The programs
re-enact in dramatic form the past of ten settlements which
played important parts in the development of North Dakota.
Previous series sponsored by the Bismark schools were "Our
Bismark Schools," dealing with various phases of modern
education; and UStories Out of North Dakota's past," drama-
tized episodes in the growth of the state, from the days of
the early fur traders to the achievement of statehood.
.Current events. 21Radio, through news broadcasts and
oommentaries, especially from the scene of action in time
ot crisis or of any important event, has the ability to
transport one to the scene of history as it is made. Thus
lt ls possible 'to witness time marching on and, as a result,
to have a better understanding of life as it is today.
20·
,News item in The~ Letter, 4:4, April, 1939.
'j :'; ;'".:.2,lFr'inkllnDUnham, "The Obligation ot Radl0," address
at ~ual,Meeti~ ot the Depa~tment ot Superintendents ot











Geography. Geography programs are usually presented in
the form of travelogs. When well presented, these have the
advantage of making the listener feel that he is actually
present at the places described and becoming acquainted with
the people.
Government. The Office of Education, Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C., sponsors and produces a number
of programs to make the pUblic better acquainted with the
Constitution and with government as it affects the lives of
all of us. Besides these,. there is a number of open-forum-
discussion programs which present news and contrasting views
on government. The student who. follows thes.e programs ac-
quires a clearer understanding of· the workings of government
than he would be likely to get otherwise.
Social problems. There is a number of programs deal-
ing with the social problems which face us today. Tolerance,
22one of the greatest of these problems, was attacked during
the year 1938-39 by the Office of Education, Department of
the' Interior, Washington, D.C., in the program, "Americans
A1I'~"Imnilgrant's All." Each program was recorded23 and these
..
• ~ .~ t • " .' , ", 1
22
J'. W. Studebaker, "Teaching Tolerance Major Problem
in 1939," The Clearing House, l3:266~and 304, January, 1939.
"~''''''''''~'-'-''-~'''.''''''''~''''"'-'''~;''''''''''''




reoordings are now available for eduoational purposes only.
outstanding programs. "Amerioa's Town Meeting of the
Air" is espeoially noteworthy. This program does what a
teaoher oan soaroely do, no matter how impartial he may try
to be. It is believed24 that the reasons for the inoreasing
popularity of this program may be summed up as follows: (1)
listeners hear all types of opinions on great public prob-
lems; (2) by using these program~ with their varied opinions,
the sohools may avoid suspicion of partisanship on these
questions; (3) outstanding spokesmen representing different
points of view are brought together on the program; (4) the
audience which is present at these broadcasts partioipate;
(6) a wealth of material is presented on oontemporary
American problems for social-studies stUdents.
Immediately after the "American Town Meeting of the
Air," the nTerre Haute Town Meeting of the Air" is broadcast
from the studio of Indiana State Teachers College through
the faoilities of WBOW. In this program, representative
citizens of Terre Haute are invited to continue the dis-
CUSSion, making looal applioations. It is quite possible
,that simllarprograms are broadcast in other places, but no
information was found concerning any, nor are any listed in
,',
24 "'" '," ',' " ,"
A. ,Northwood,Jr.,HIntegratingRad10 and Educat1on,"
~ School Execut1ve, 68:17 and 48, February, 1939.
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Radio Guide. A related program, however, is conducted by
NBC'during the summer months. "University Town Meetings of
the Air" are broadcast from the campuses of great universi-
ties taken in order from east to west across the country.
The "University of Chicago Round Table" program is
another which is of exceptional merit. This program is
" conducted by the University of Chicago each Sunday. Some
problem of national importance is discussed in round-table
fashion by three men who are recognized authorities in the
field of the problem. Advance notices of the subject to be
discussed, the names of the men discussing it, and a list of
suggested readings are sent each week to those requesting
the service.
SOCIAL STUDIES
The time listed throughout is C.S.T.
Monday a.m.
, "
1.:30~- 2:00Frohtle~s of Democracy--CBS--Amerioan
Schoof of , the Air ' ,
1 :45-~ ,2: 00, ' Stories, ~ot ,P'rehlstoryot Kentucky--WHAS
"', Univ~rsl'ty otKentJ1cky (During summer)
1:45~- 2:00 Hls~~:ry'Repeats Itself--WHAS:"-Uriiversity
" , ",. ',n, '," of ':ICel1tu~lty(Late summer)
7: 00;..':' 7:30' Cavaloade ot Amerioa;"-CBS













9:30--10:00 National Radio Forum--NBC Blue
Tuesday a.m.
9:15-- 9:30 Pioneer Pathways--MBS--Nation's School of
Air .















9:30-- 9:45 Our World Today--WOSU--Ohio School of Air
Wednesday p.m.
1:30-- 1:45 Behind the Head1ines--WHAS--University of
Kentuoky
1:30-- 2:00 This living World--CB~--AmerioanSchool
of Air
Thursday a.m.
9:15-- 9:30 The Human Side of Unole Sam--MBS--Nation's
School of the Air









Ideas That Came True--NBC Blue
Tales O'Troublesome--WHAS--University of
Kentucky (Late summer)
Propaganda in the Contemporary World--
WHAS--University of Kentucky
Current Questions Before the House--CBS
America's Town Meeting of the Air--NBC
Blue












Women in the Making of America--NBC Blue
News Today--WHAM--Rochester
Roving the Globe--WLS--School Time
Contemporary World Affairs--WHA--Unlvers1-
ty of W1soons1n
Story Behind the Headl1nes--NBC Red
Amerioan Viewpoints--CBS





6 ::30-- 6 :45
Sunday a.m.
Footnotes on the Headlines--WBAA--Purdue
What Price America?--CBS
Youth Meets Government--NBC Red
Lives of Great Men--NBC Red
10:15--10:30 The Reviewing Stand--MBS










(November 13, 1938 to May 7, 193~
The People's Platform--CBS
Headlines and Byllnes--CBS
Know Your State Government--Raleigh, N.C.
v. SCIENCE
Radio ~ ~ ~ !a teaohing soience. One of the great-
estdeficiencies25 in the study of scienoe is the lack of




discussion or consideration of the practical consequences of
scientific discoveries and inventions. The radio can be of
help here in dramatic episodes dealing with these consider-
ations. Pupils also have very few opportunities to obtain
direct experiences with the natural environment, and the
radio programs from the Smithsonian Institute make use of
exhibits as the background of historical interest to supply
in a measure for this lack. Text books naturally lag behind
several years with new developments and current problems.
Programs such as "The March of Science" and "Science in the
News ll keep the pupil informed on these matters.
The program "Science on the March,,26 enables the
American Association for the Advancement of Science to extend
itsservlces to a large number of people, whereas formerly it
could serve only comparatively few. It is an experiment in
mass education in the fields of pure and applied science. It
represents science as an enthusiastic and joyful, yet sane
and systematic, exploration of the universe about us and in
us.
26F. R. Moulton, "Science by Radio," Scientific










Science in the News--NBC Red
Science on the March--NBC Blue
Tuesday p.m.
1:00-- 1:30 Scienoe Everywhere--NBC Blue
3:45-- 4:00 Scientific News Review--WBAA--Purdue
Wednesday p.m.
12:30--12:45 Sclence--WHAM--Rochester
1:00-- 1:15 The World in Which We Live--WLS--Schoo1
Time
2:00-- 2:15 Exploration in Science Series--WBOW--





New Horizons--CBS--American School of
the Air
Seeing Stars--WHAS--Universit1of Ken-
tucky (September and October)
The World We Live In--WBAA--Purdue
Friday p.m.
1:45-- 2:00 What Do Scientists Do?--WHAS--Universlty
of Kentucky (Fall and early winter)
4:15-- 4:30 Men Behind the Stars--CBS
Saturday a.m.
Satur~y p.m•.
1:00--1:30 Men Against Death--CBS
5:15-- 5:30 Adventures in Sclence--CBS
'[.
;... 9:15-- 9:30 This Wonderful World--MBS
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Sunday a.m.
11:45--12:00 American Wild Life Institute--MBS
Our Living World--WKAR--Michigan State
College
VI. 'HEALTH AND SAFETY
programs dealing with health and safety have been
grouped together in this study. Besides those listed here,
there is a number of such programs broadcast by local school
systems and by city and county organizations over local
stations.
The time listed throughout is Central Standard Time.
Monday a.m.
9:00-- 9:45 The Price We Pay--WOSU--Ohio School ot Air
Monday p.m.
2:00-- 2:15 Safety Seriee--WBOW--Indiana State
Teachers College
Tuesday p.m.
3:00-- 3:15 Highways to Health--CBS
Wednesday p.m.
1:00-- 1:30 Your Health--NBC Blue
8:00-- 8:30 Men Against Death--CBS
Thursday p.m.
1:15;.-1:30 You and Your Health--WBAA
S~turday a. Dl~:




2:00-- 2:30 Sunday Drivers--NBO Red
VII. ART
Art appreciation £l radio. Some looal sohool systems,
notably Indianapolis,27 give dra~ing lessons by radio for
pupils in the elementary sohools, and the work has been
considered very suocessful. Beyond this level, art appreci-
ation nather than personal accomplishment has been aimed at.
The Department of Fine Arts of Ohio State University broad-
cast a series of twenty-four half-hour lectures on art
appreciation, called "An Approach to Art," in the spring of
1935. These leotures were given on Tuesday and Thursday
mornings and repeated by transcription on Wednesday and
Friday nights. By request listeners could seoure illus-
trations of all works of art discussed. Questionnaires were
sent later, to those who wrote for the pamphlets, in order
to determine listener reaction. 2S
27 .
Belle C. Soofield and Marie stewart, "The_Radio in
Art Eduoation," Sohool~ Magazine, 37:296-6, June,1938.
28F. J. Roos and L.U. Heil, "Measuring the Listeners'
Attitude Toward a Radi9 Art Appreciation Course," Journal




1:00-- 1:15 Art Appreoiation--WHAM--Roohester
Thursday p.m.
1:45-- 2:00 Exploring Art in Kentuoky--WHAS--Universi-
ty ot Kentuoky (Ootober and November)
Friday a.m.
9:45--10:00. Art Appreoiation--WOSU--Ohio School of Air
Art as Life--NBO
VIII. AGRIOULTURE
Radio ~ Agriculture. Radio helps the farmer keep
abreast of the times by bringing him first-hand informat1on
about reoent developments and experiments. Bes1des the
National Farm and Home Hour, whioh is broadoast da11y by NBC
in oooperation with Un1ted States Department ot Agr10ulture
and various farm organizations, there are programs from most
ot the state un1vers1ties and agricultural oolleges. Most
~g~1~ultural programs are d1reoted .to the farmer, rather
th~l)" to pupils in the schools, but as the farmers of to-
~ morrow are 1n the schools today these programs are ot par-







Radio Garden C1ub--WOR (Also Friday)
Timely Agricultural Topics--WBOW--Indiana
State' Teachers College
Engineering on the Farm--WHAS (First
Monday of month) ,
Backgrounds in Agriculture--WHA--Universi-
ty of Wisconsin
Farm Facts for Farm Folks--WBAA
Homemakers Forum--WOR








The time listed throughout is Central Standard Time.
Monday a.m.
9:45--10:00 Our Farming Community--WOSU--Ohio School
of Air















Foreign language Ez radio. There are not a great many
stations which broadcast lessons in foreign languages. A
s~~V~y29 made in the early part of 1938 revealed twenty
~tationSbroadcast1ngsuch lessons at that time. Of these,
29;""" ....•. ', ", .' .... ..... '
H,,,,.,,;;,,E. f.Engel, .'!';rhe Broadcasting 'Of Modern Fore1gn
Langua~e in'the United States:Second Survey," Modern
Languagei:.Jeurnal, 2,2: 626~8, May, 193,8•
•~)" 1<~~ -; ~ , # I 'J r .
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halt were only once a week and most were on the elementary
level•.
There is a number ot short wave programs daily trom
several foreign countrles, carrying talks and discussions
on a number of subjects, 1n the language of the country.
x. RELIGION
Radio and religion. Though the American people do not
believe that the teaching of rel~gion 1s within the province
ot the public schools, it is being considered here both be-
cause of its primary importance and because radio devotes a
considerable part of its time to broadcasting religious pro-
grams. According to Waldo Abbot,30 the average radio sta-
tion devotes an average of one hour daily to such programs.
The average was twenty-two quarter-hour periods per week,
with the peak load between ten and twelve o'clock on Sundays.
Nearly all denominations are sending forth sermons, services,
and hymns.
There are at least two examples of broadcasts that are
essentially instructional in character. One is a series
given during the winter months by Rev. John Walde,31 pastor
30Waldo Abbot, Handbook 2l Broadcasting, (New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1937), p. 218.
31News' item, Oatholic :D~a=i=l~l Tribune, Vol. 22, No. 5232,












of Corpus Christi Church, Oklahoma City, over station KOMA.
The other is a series given twice a week during the school
year by Rev. Don H. Hughes of Tucson, Arizona, over station
KVOA. The series, according to a letter from Father Hughes,
1s planned and broadoast especially for the children from
the fourth grade through high school in the six parochial
sohools in the city of Tucson.
The programs in the following list are only some of
those presented by large representative groups. There are
besides many programs given over local stations by smaller
groups.
The time listed throughout is Central Standard Time.
Sunday a.m.
9:00-- 9:30 The Radio Pulpit--NBC
9:00-- 9:30 Church of the Air--CBS
Sunda~ p.m.
12:00--12:30 Church of the Air--CBS
3:00-- 3:30 National Vespers--NBC
5:00-- 5:30 Catholic Hour
Saturday a.m.
11:30--11:46 Call to Youth--NBC
Saturday p.m.
6:45-- 6:00 Religion in the News--NBC
6:00-- 6:30 Message ot Israel--NBC
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XI. GENERAL
There is also a number of programs which are devoted
to education 1n general.rather than to any particular phase
of it. Among these are the following:
The time listed throughout is Central Standard Time.
Monday and Wednesday p.m.
12:15--12:30 Letts Talk It Over--NBC Red
Wednesday p.m.
8:30-- 9:00 Wings for the Martins--NBC Blue
Friday p.m.
1:45-- 2:00 So--You Want to Take Pictures--WHAS
(Deoember)
Sunday p.m.
3:30-- 4:00 The World Is Yours--NBC
:,.1-,
CHAPTER V
HOW SECONDARY SCHOOLS USE RADIO
Introduction. This chapter will attempt to show the
use that is made of radio in secondary schools. It will be
developed in four parts as follows: (1) use made of pro-
grams broadoast during sohool hours; (2) use made of out-of-
school programs; (3) teaching d~scrimination in leisure- '
time use of radio; (4) broadcasting within the schools.
I. USE MADE OF PROGRAMS BROADCAST DURING SCHOOL HOURS
Amerioan Sohool 2! ~~. The programs of the Ameri-
oan Sohool of the Air are made up of the following:
"Frontiers of Demooracy," contemporary problems in our
natiopal life; ·Musio ot Amerioa,- music refleoting the
cUltural, sooial, and economio life ot Amerioa; "This
Living World,H soenes and oommentary from signifioant
events in the world's news; "New Horizons,. adventure and
scienoe trom ~e halls ot the Amerioan Museum of Natural
History; "Lives Between the Lines,· Amerioan literature in
terms of the human implications of the literary work.
The programs of the American School of the Air! are
" '-, ,l,ste;rllngF1Sher",nlOO,OOO Classrooms Can't Be Wrong, I
Ektdio'Gulde,' Vol. 's, NO.~3, 10-11, Maroh 4, 1939.
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heard 1n some 100,000 classrooms by an est1mated 3,000,000
ch1ldren every day. These include all kinds ot classes 1n
all types ot schools allover the country, and 1t would be
1mpossible to say how many ot them are secondary schools.
Many ot the programs are of spec1al interest to h1gh sohool
pupils, and the Monday atternoon 'series are broadcast trom
the auditor1um ot a different New York 01ty high school
each week.
NBO Music Appreoiation~. This popular program ot
music appreoiat1on has m11lions ot listeners. On February
10, 1939, during the program it was announced that nearly
7,000,000 ohildren listen in.
A letter trom Lawrenoe Abbott, Assistant to the Musi-
cal Oounsel of NBO, states that information was reoe1ved
trom a seleoted list ot schools, representing a total ot
about 235,000 pup1ls who listen regularly to the NBO Music
Appreciation Hour. ot these, about 118,000 children who
belong mostly tQ grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 listen to Series A;
about 85,000 children 1n grades 5, 6, 7, and 8 listen to
, :f • '~ " •
Se~'1ee B; abo"" 21,000 in grades 7, 8, 9, and 10 listen to
'.."-t;·,-.: . . "
,~,~r1e.s,O~ and ~b..out 11,000 in grades 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12
listen to Series D. Thus, only about 32,000, or approxi-
mat.ely,"one'!'"'seventh ot those included 1n this selected list,
tt, .
_arept·'s·econda.ry-scheol'le1fel.
£'1 c· .~..}, \,; 1 ~;;"'~ 't~{):: '?i t <.. '. ,
"
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Natlon's Sohool 2! .Y!.! tY:!:. The programs of the
Natlon's Sohool of the Alr2 are broadcast dally from 9:00
to 9:30 ln two periods" as follows: Monday, "Highllghtlng
the Headllnes,· ourrent events for junlor and senlor hlgh
sohools, and "Baokyard Adventures,· nature lessons for
elementary grades; Tuesday, "Guldeposts to Llvlng," vooa-
tlonal guldanoe for junlor and senlor hlgh sohools, and
.P1oneer Pathways," storles of the ooming of whlte culture
to the Northwest; Wednesday, "Onoe Upon a Tlme,· drama-
tized fairy-storles for primary grades, and "Meet the
Author,· different Amerloan authors dlsouss "A Slloe of
Llfe As I Have Found It;" Thursday, "The Wheels Go Round,"
radio vlslts to baslc lndustries, alternates wlth "Famous
Farmers," dramatlzations dealing with vocatlonal agrloul~
ture, ,and "The Human Slde of Unole Sam,' broadoasts from
the oapital to show how government departments operate;
Friday, "I Like Musio,· a serles to awaken an lnterest ln
musl0 among elementary-school ohlldren and foster enjoyment
among students 1n the hlgher grades.
A letter from A. A. Radkey of WLW says that the
i Natlon l s School of the Alr was broadoastover 67 stat10ns
~I ot the1l4utual Network, and tan mall lndloated a 11stenlng
i,'; ,·~·L1stenlng·ito.. Learn· page, Radl0 Guide, vol, 8,
No. 18, p. 40, February 18, 1939.
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audience of many thousands from ooast to ooast. There was
no definite information available as to the number of
secondary schools using, the programs.
WLS Sohool Time. During the second semester of 1938-- -
39, the WLS programs were: USto~ies of Great Music,"
HCurrent Events,' "Little Lessons for Little Folks,u HFor-
ward America," a program built to emphasize the prinoiples,
ideals and personalities upon whIch the American democracy
has been built, and HOnce Upon a Time.'
Mrs. Harriet Hester, director of WLS School Time,
states in a letter that over 4,000 sohools regularly use
their programs. There is nothing to indioate how many of
these may be secondary sohools, but as some of the programs
are planned for younger children, the aotual number ot
secondary schools is doubtless considerably less than that
quoted.
WBAA Eurdue. Program Direotor of WBAA, Gilbert D.
Williams, says 1n a letter that a series of programs is
broadcast by Purdue specitically for Arsenal Technical
High Sohool of Indianapolis. The program is supposedly
used regularly by that school.
:'.Qp.iC¥o Rp.dio Council. Aocording to a lette!, from
:., I, ~' .' '-" , "
=-'.!lar~icr~w·~:Ient,' Director of 'the Chicago' Radio Oouncil, all
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high school programs produced by the department for high
schools are entirely for' free-time listening. Class
schedules present an insurmountable difficulty to school-
time broadcasts for high schools.
The use of radio in Chicago Public Schools, according to
a printed ~eport,3 had its ups an~ downs until the infantile
paralysis epidemic of September 1937 delayed the opening of
the schools. Cooperation between schools, radio stations, and
newspapers provided instruction for grades four through eight
during the quarantine. Pupils were instructed to complete
all work in connection with the radio lessons and present it
to their teachers when school opened. As many as 70,000
children, slightly more than half of those available in the
particular grades, listened and actually turned in work.
The result of this experience was the formation of the
Radio Council, which plans and produces programs for the
Chicago schools. A number of programs is produced during
school time for the elementary grades, but all programs for
the high schools are given during free time.




system4 to be granted one of the ultra-high frequencies set
aside by the Federal Communications Commission for educa-
tional purposes, it is of special interest to see what has
been done there. Station WBOE is maintained and operatedO
exclusively by the Cleveland Public Schools. This station
is believed to be the first operated exclusively for educa-
tional purposes by a looal sohool system.
The sohedule for the seoond ~emester, published by
WBOE, shows Thursday afternoon and part of Friday morning
reserved for Junior-andsenior-high-sohool programs, but
gives no details as to sUbJects. The report which accompa-
nied the schedule says that recordings would be made of the
broadcasts for high schools to determine how far they could
serve as a Bubstitute for repetitions of a broadcast that -
would otherwise be necessary for those classes having a
number of sections meeting at different periods in the same
school. On the other hand, no pa~tioular difficulty was
anticipated regarding the repetition of programs, since the
station is sohool-operated. The use of public address
systems then being 1nstalledin most Cleveland secondary
1;
i
l ~ews item in Education 2l Radio, 8:26, August-Septem-
ber, 1938. _., .
., , ".~eWs.1tem tn'The Olearing Holise, 13:243, Deoember,
1938; ,:'!?' ,'.: :'." '" ..... ". " '.
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sohools was also expeoted to provide a way of overooming
sohedule obstaoles, by repeating a given program a number of
times by means of the reoordings.
This year the Eduoational Museum for the Cleveland
sO~90~S prepared 25,000 slides to be used in oonJunotion
with the radio lessons. 6
number of schools using the series.
~ Wisoonsin. A letter from Harold A. Engel of WHA
says that acoording to a survey made about two and a half
years ago, about 70 high sohools were using the Wisconsin
College of the Air and the Wisoonsin School of the Air.
Symphony Broadcast, Indiana University. S. T. Burns
of the State Symphony Broadoast Servioe of Indiana Univer-
sity reported, in a letter, that the notes, sent out each
week by request, to aooompanythe weekly broadoasts during
the past winter were sent to 1,015 persons in 901
:.G~~~ M. Buokley, "Radio as a Teaohing Teolmlque, II ~.




sohoo1s ot the state, distributed through 91 counties.
This does not indicate that there were actually that many
listening groups eaoh week, though it is probably sate to
judge that the large majority ot the schools requesting the
notes were secondary, as the broadcasts were too advanced
tor elementary schools.
Rochester. A report trom the Department ot Visual and
Radio Education in Roohester, Ne~ York, shows that more
than 50,000 boys and girls listen regularly to the Rochester
school ot the air. Acletter trom Paul C. Reeds, Director,
says that practically all programs are planned for elemen-
tary sohool use. Some high-school classes may listen to a
tew of the programs, but they would represent only a small
port10n of the total listening audience. In this case
again,< class schedules are a barrier.
Dayton. The dramatizations? ot the Junior League,
which were produoed for the Dayton high schools, were used
regularly by th~ thirteen high schools ot the city.
Whe~ the Dayton pUblic schools8 were closed last
winter'beoause ot laok ot tunds, stat10n WHIO of Dayton
7'" 'New~ 1tem, nDayton, Ohio, Utilizes Radio, I ~ School
Exeout1ve, 56:389, June, 1937.
~,,('. '::)~~.s~1teDii~LlsteDirigto Learn I page, Radio Guide
!eekll, Vol. 8, N9. 9, p. 16, Deoember 17, 1938.
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volunteered radio time. The cooperation of various agen-
cies and ind1viduals was secured and four daily periods of
instruction resulted. The results were so favorable that a
permanent civic-radio ed~cational committee was appointed.
Cranford, ~ Jersey. A letter from Ray A. Clement,
Principal, Cranford (New Jersey) High School states that the
school is equipped with complete radio set-up, but that it
has been little used except from the public address set-up.
Central Ohio. ~he principals of twelve high schools in
central Ohio9 were interviewed, in the spring of 1938, re-
garding the use they were making of radio in their schools.
In all twelve cases the high school buildings were equipped
with a centralized program-distribution system, but the
number of programs used regularly ranged from one to seven
per week. The average was two and one-fourth programs.
~ Angeles. In Los AngeleslO the emphasis in radio is
placed on the Junior- and senior-high-school level. A
director of radio coordinates all activities through the
f, ' . 9a. R., Lowdermilk, UConflicts in' Schedules, U The OhioI Radio ,Announcer, 3:1-8, ,May, 1938.
i io " , . . U " '.'
t +,'J: , ' .. : O. Q __,TX'illingham, An Adventure in Radio, II Phi
, J De1.ta',:Kappan, 21:327-8, March, 1939. ::
t.
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oentral offioe of the Superintendent of the Los Angeles
County Schools. A radio log is prepared and distributed
semi-monthly to 900 teaohers, administrators, librarians,
and parent-teaoher .leaders in the oounty. The programs are
listed by subject fields. More than 85% of those receiving
the log requested to be kept on the mailing list. Four
neighboring counties now receive the service. Three series
of programs are produced locally, on the Junior-high, senior-
high-school, and adult level. A'teachers' handbookll tor
classroom use of radio has also been prepared and distrib-
uted, and a library of reoordings ot outstanding broadcasts
is being assembled.
ReceiviH5~ !a sohools. According to the National
Visual Education Directory,12 there were 11,501 radio re-
oeiving sets in schools in the United States in 1936. The
survey brought to light a rapid rate ot growth in sohool
consumption of radio programs, but did not distingUish
between elementary and secondary schools.
~ews item, ·School Use of Radio in the Los Angeles
City Sohoo1s,- American Sohool Board Journal, 97:32,
November, 1938. •
i~~llne M~· .!Coon,an4AllenW. Noble, National Visual
::U;:;;:;1:;~~~;~:f!(Washington, D.O., American Council
I •
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II. USE MADE OF PROGRAMS BROADCAST DURING OUT-OF-SCHOOL HOURS
The listings of educa~ional radio programs pUblished by
various agencies, such as the Amer~ean Association of School
Superintepdents, include many programs which come during
out-ot-school hours. The National Broadcasting Company has
a Listening Form13 in regular stock size for loose-leaf
binders, on which pupils may make a report on a program
assigned for home listening. The form contains directions
and leading questions for perception, assimilation and
memory retention. James Rowland Angell points out that, as
a rUle, the programs most eftective tor student listening
are those that have been prepared for a wider audience than
that of the classroom, although such programs as Damrosch's
'NBC Music Appreciation Hour" prove that exceptions exist.
It is impossible to get definite information as to the
extent to which schools make use of such programs. In the
Mound Junior High School, ColumbUS, Ohio,14 credit is given
in history and c~vics classes for well-written reports on
approved progr~s. It is probable that some such practice
is comparatively widespread among teachers, it not actually
13James· RQwlandAng-ell, .IHow. Schools Can Use Radio,"
p~~phlet trom'1-he}l~tional'BrQadoaetlngCompany, p. 8.




adopted asa policy of the school.
I. Keith Tyler and R. R. Lowdermilk15 say that the
enterprising teacher will make use of radio not only in the
classroom, but also assign certain programs for home listen-
ing. In social-studies classes, news broadcasts should
assume an important place. Many forums on the air present
opposing views on many current problems with which students
should make themselves' familiar. Some schools have listen-
ing rooms to which pupils may go during free periods to
listen to important programs. Tyler also says16 that many
teachers are finding that practically every home has a radio
and that radio is so important that it ought to be a regular
part of education both in the olassroom and as assigned
homework.
The 'Terre Haute Town Meeting of the AirHl? conducted
by Indiana State Teachers College over WBOW, suggests a
method of procedure for olassrooms. . This program follows
151• Keith Tyler and R. R. Lowdermilk, "Radio as an Aid
in Teaching,- Radio Bulletin ~. ~, Bureau of Educational
Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1937.
16.,.._.... I. Keith Tyler, "Radio as an Aid to Education,"
Broadcast in the "Our Ohio Schools' series over Stations
wasu, me ana..WALR,Feb:ruary 12, 1938, 7:00-7:16 P.M•
..', ( 'c ~7Clare~'c~ M. Morgan, itA Report. of the Fifth Consecu-
tive Ye.r ot Broadcasting by Indiana State Teachers College
over waOW,·.":: eTune,·· 3.939. "
(..~ r"l ':: ~;. ~. ~>':P" ,1 \,_'~,'
't.
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immediately upon "America's Town Meeting of the Air," and
in it representative citizens of Terre Haute continue the
discussion for thirty minutes, making local applications.
A high-school olass in'sooial studies which had assigned
"Amerioa's Town Meeting of the Air," "The University of
Chioago Round Table," or another' such program for homework,
might profitably continue the disoussion during olass the
next day, making looal applioations.
The programs of the Department of the Interior, Office
of Eduoation, Washington, which ocour out of sohool time, are
espeoially fine. In 193818 these programs reoeived all
three awards from the Ninth Annual Institute tor Education
by Radio for outstanding radio dramatizations in the non-
oommercial class. A report by William Dow Boutwelll9 in,
November 1937, said that up to that time more than 400,000
listeners had written in response to these programs and that
less than 100 letters contained adverse oriticism. At that
time, 98 CBS stations were taking "Brave New World" and 62
NBC stations reported taking "The World is Yours."
'lS', ....•', . .....' .
",.' "Bull,etin from United states Department of the
Int.e~,~or,.otfice ot Education, Washington, D. C., June 11,
1938. " '"
19. 1 •. ' , •. -
> ><, • C\ ' '."1~11a..a' Do" Boutwell ,Address .at the Second National
~;e'dnference on'Eduoational Broadoasting, Chicago, Ill.,
November 29, 1937.
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III. TEACHING DISCRIMINATION IN SELECTION OF
LEISURE-TIME PROGRAMS
Definition. Educa~ion20 is not merely the acquisition
of knowledge and skills, but growth in the power to discri-
minate, acquaintance with beauty;. and a chance to live in
the great world and be a part of it. This implies training
for leisure-time activities as well as for those that are
more serious. Surveys have shown'that listening to radio
claims a large part of the leisure of most people. Leisure
need not always be spent seriously, and listening to the
radio need not become a solemn affair. Gaiety is very
precious and there is a good deal of amusing nonsense on the
radio. It may be2l that otherwise solemn pedagogues approve,
in secret, of l1vely and intelligent clowns. There is need
for discrimination. According to Webster, to discriminate
is Uto separate by d1scerni~ dlfferenees; to distinguish. H
Objectives. ObJectives22 which can guide the work in
IoLyman Bryson, 'The Use of the Radio in Leisure Time,"
.Brochure trom the Radio Institute of the Audible Arts, 1935.
!.. 2lxax. J. Herzberg, "Radio and the' English Teacher,"
Broohure issued by the N~tional Association of Teachers of
English, 1937.
""'-",~2I. X.e1th Tyler, "Developing Oritical Listening, II
Phi ])81ta· lappap, , 21: 34$-51, ,Mar~h, .1939.
~~, r~, "r,. ',.'.... L {; ,. ,~:" nT :;~.~" " ' ,I l~j { .,'.
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radio disorimination are given by I. Keith Tyler, as
follows: (1) that boys and girls beoome aware of the influ-
ence that radio is having on them; (2) develop skill in
evaluating programs; (3). that the work be effeotive in the
student's seleotion of programs in his leisure-time listen-
ingi (4) develop in students a fe~ling of leadership with
regard to the whole problem of radio disorimination.
Criteria. Ben H. Darrow, in,disoussing the problem of
teaching discrimination,23 presents the following as ori-
teria of acceptability for ohildren's programs:
1. That they present normal situations (or make abnor-
mality unattractive).
2. That they deal ~ost often with worthy oharacters
(or make wrong-doing unattractive).
3. That the results of both right-living and wrong-
doing be presented thoroughlyanddramatioally.
4. That they contain informational, educational values
worth aoquisition by the child.
The Ohio State Department of Education has a mimeo-
gr~phed IScorecard for Children's Programs" to help one in
evaluating programs.
Methods. Mr. Darrow goes on to disouss children's
choices and the most effective methods of teaching discrim-
ination,and' points out that the teaoher must prooeed with
alJ,.:.t:q.e;ta,ct that she possesses•• Good taste cannot.be
2~en"'H. JDarl;'o19',.,:"q~Ji? .,'~~e :s~n..ool..'l'.eaeh Disorimination





foroed upon anybody24 but it oan be oultivated.
Tyler believes that high school students should be en-
oouraged to form their own standards. 26 They oan find
little help in this important matter, as newspapers and
magazines do not oarry oritioal reviews of"programs oompa-
rable to reviews of books, plays,. and films. He suggests
that high school students publish oritioa1 reviews of radio
programs in the sohoo1paper. Some of the things whioh
should be oonsidered in judging a' program are: teohnioal
perfection, purpose, amount and type of advertising, ability
94
'" . I. KelthTy1er, "Radio as an Aid to Eduoation,.
Broadoastin.the "Our.Ohio Schools· series over stations
WOBU, WHKCarid WALR,'\February12, 1938, 7:00:'7:15 p. m•
S5 '>'.' , >. •..... .' .
.;"c: .: .I.: ':Icnt;l1fYie~,.·,'How ,tQ JUdge a Radio .Program, H
Scliolasi,io.:::v.:?J:.a7, No~ 14, ;.r~!1&ry 11, 1936. •
i ·'l(':S~i.~ "iiem,Tli~': ~Sohc501 Executive, p. 328, April, 1937.
:. J ,,,' .'1'::.<:.,',:, ~"':.·l· ~,(- ~,," "',:, I ~....
, ,
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an attempt to develop a sense ot discrimination in pupils.
A radio statt composed ot Juniors and seniors ot Lash27
High School, zanesvill.e, Ohio, publ.ish a rlH.-weekly radio
I
sheet called "Ether Waves."
IV. BROADCASTING PROJECTS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
There is evidence ot increasing activity28 on the part
ot schools and colleges in radio broadcasting. During the
year and a halt between July 1936 and January 1938, the
ottice ot Education, Department ot the Interior, Washington,
had requests tor more than 120,000 copies ot educational
radio scripts tor presentation by schools and colleges over
local stat10ns or on public address systems.
The records show29 that aotually hundreds and probably
thousands ot schools and school systems have rushed into the
nat1on's broadcasting studios; Amerioan eduoation is on the
A1r. It can be good tor American education or it can be
otherwise•
.School-produced radio programs which have been good tor
education are those 1n which the purposes of broadcast1ng
S'News item, Eduoation gz Badio, 7:31, July, 1937.
ISJohn W. Studebaker, ·Possibilities ot New Facilities
tQr Educational Broadcasting in theUn1ted States~n Bulletin
l'rolB·theUnited. states Department ot the Interior, Ottice ot
Eduoati9n,.;,Wae~i~gton,D. C. ' , '"
.~ ,1, ,,, ' ',' I', '" -. ~
'; "29""" (,',' .", "; '; "," '
,::",.·\..o:Ed1torial; ~hi Delta tappan, 7:297-302, March, 1939.
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were well defined, the soript oarefully prepared and the
broadcasts expertly produced_ It is a worthy purpose if the
school system assumes a responsibility for broadoasting a
radio p~ogram that will. be a stimulating, educational, or
cultural experienoe for' the radio listener.
The broadcasting of a historical drama for supplementary
use in classrooms, or the lively round-table disoussion of
current problems for the general audience, or the finished
musioal reoital of adolesoent artists are representative of
this kind ot broadoasts.
R. R. Lowdermilk has found30 that high school pupils
themselves are so eager to broadoast that they literally
'take it away." Reports of pupil researoh or investigation
may be dramatized, a soript written by the olass, and broad-
cast to the rest of the sohool. Pupil round-table disouss-
ions are otten of interest to other class groups working on
related topics. Certain programs originating in the audi-
torium may be broadcast to classrooms. In-school broadoast-
ing of pupils' ~otivity programs and sohool radio-drama has
gained suffioient aooeptance that radio-sound faoilities
must provide for these uses as well as for reoeption and





1 ·~i~.·::::':' ~QR:';JR~,.i~~e~ik,l ~'P~pilS 'Take it Away', II The School







utilizing a school's pUblic address system3l for broad~
casting by students may contribute many desirable outcomes.
preparation and presentation of student broadcasts oan moti-
vate the tools of instruction, reading, writing, and speech.
It may also meet the general educational objeotives. It may
motivate good speech, the right ~anner of introduoing a
speaker, ability to trace the souroes of materials, and
aoquiring of the habit of listening critioally and of con-
sulting the dictionary.
The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to a brief
description of broadoasting projects by high schools in
different parts of the oountry.
Wabash Valley~ Sohools. The Wabash Valley High
Sohool series of broadoasts32 has been conduoted by Indiana
State ·Teaohers Oollege for five years. During this series,
forty-five high schools from southern Indiana, bringing in
over two thousand high-school pupils, broadcast from the
College studio in 1938-39.
31-
~lizabeth Goudy, 'Pupil Broadcasts as Motivation,"
Qlearipg'House, 13:349-51, February, 1939.
'3~alarenoe K. Morgan, IA Report of the Fifth Conseou-









Here, with a oollege-commeroial station set-up,33
student teachers, also, have a chance to work at the various
phases of broadcasting from program researoh, writing and
production to the actual presentation over the air.
Maine. In Maine34 there has' been a statewide program
sponsored by the Department of Education of the State of
Maine, as part of a publicity program, broadoast over the
four stat10ns of the Yankee Network 1n Maine. These broad-
casts or1ginate in the aud1toriums of the various high
schools and are presented before audienoes in every oase.
Newton, Massaohusetts. Haydn S. Pearson, Principal of
the Bigelow Junior High Sohool of Newton, reported35 that
radio appearances of pupils in his sohool offered a chance
for 00~relat1on of act1vities 1n the var10us departments of
the school.
Cranford, ~ Jersel. In the Cranford High School,
according to a letter from Ray A. Clement, Pr1nc1pal, the
radio 1s l1ttle used for programs from the outside, but the
33News item, "Listen1ng to Learn" page of Radio GU1de,
Vol. a', No'. 23 t p .. latMarch 25, 1939.
~~~ws ~tem, Eduoation gz Radio, 9:16, Apr11, 1939.
,,~5~a:1dri';s'~"pearson, "Education for Radio, Radio for
Eduoat1on,:'" ·Junior Senior H!tY!: School C1earirns House,
lO:400-1 t March, 1936.
I
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public address system in the building is used considerably.
English classes sometimes broadcast a one act play or skit;
certain musical programs. are broadcast from the auditorium
stage or from the Music Room by the high school orchestra to
various rooms in the building.
Oak~, Pennsylvania. During the spring of 1938, the
36Oak Lane Country Day School broadcast a series of fifteen
student discussion programs, in which a member of the facul-
ty discussed some current problem with students chosen from
grades 10, 11, and 12. The material for discussion was col-
lected as a class project and discussed in several meetings,
then eight students were ohosen by the teacher for the week-
ly discussion on the radio. The community showed suffioient
interest to guarantee the continuance of the broadcasts.
Cleveland. High school pupils in Cleveland have been
broadoasting for' several years. Cleveland teachers have
found37 the most satisfactory material for a beginning radio
oourse to be the-oustomary exercises for development of
voice, with entire emphasis on voice. Prose readings, not
36aoydWolff, tiThe Fourth 'R'," Clearing House,
13:467-92, April', 1939.
~JWi~liam A. D. Mi~lson DUsing Radio as a Teaching Tool
in the.H1:g1:FSchool·," Q,uarteriY;Journal of Speech, 25: 279-81,
~jtr~, !t939~·· ' .
j •.,
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broadcast, are best for achieving spontaneity and natural-
ness. In the second semester pupils may read announcements
broadcast to the entire school and some broadcasts of radio
dramatizations.
They find that the values of such a oourse are: (1)
greater motivation of the child; (2) more rapid formation of
good standards of voice; (3) oloser approximation of good
oonversational speeoh ot normal lite. The microphone unit
has proven a desirable teaching device tor the course in
voioe.
Zanesville, Ohio. Lash High Schoo138 of Zanesville, has
a radio staff composed of Juniors and seniors who prepare and
produce an average of twelve fifteen-minute programs each
week. Robert C. Horn, a member of the faculty, direots the
pupils 'in their broadcasting activities.
Detroit. High schools have been slow to follow the lead
of oolleges and vocational schools in offering radio courses.
During the schoo~ year 1938-39, Detroit Western High School
~~e a new departure39 by inoluding a unit on radio in
several sUbject fields and by offering a course in radio and
.,..... , 1
3~ews item, Education ~ Radio, 7:31, July, 1937.
•• c." .. -,,:,3~:Arthur"SteniUs, "Radio Units and Courses in High
Sohool',1;tEducationalMethod, 18:l7~-6, January, 1939 •
..... ",-"
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motion pictures. The units included in the subject fields
were of an appreciational or critical nature. The course,
which was open to only a,limited number of twelfth-year
students because it was 'in the experimental stage this year,
was academic in nature and covered all phases of both radio
and motion pictures.
Detroit40 also has radio units established in each high
school and Junior high school in the city. These units are,
for the most part, extracurricular and open to all students
interested in radio projects. A member of the Advisory
Committee on Visual and Radio Education of the Detroit Board
of Education directs the aotivities of the units. Some units
have been very active in presenting sohool programs over
pUblic address systems, and the units have an opportunity to
appear onoe a semester on all "Public Sohool Talent" program.
This program alternates music and drama, and serves to inter-
pret the sohools to the oommunity, because the musio is a
direct outgrowth of classroom work, and the drama programs
are selected by students ,from olassics studied in the English
classes. '
,r
Wisconsin. A letter from Harold A. Engel, Director of
Publio Relations of the University'of Wisconsin, states that
4oKa.t~leen N. Lardie,'lIDetrolt l s Plans for Educational




quite frequently high school groups broadcast over the state-
owned stations in Wisconsin. Some do dramatic, music, foren-
.sic, and other types of. programs representative of their
work. At times high schools take charge of the community
programs. A number of high schools in the state also broad-
cast over local stations.
Minneapplis. 41In the ,Washburn High School of Minnea-
'.,.
polis, radio workshop is a four to six weeks unit in an
elective course for seniors, called "Modern Drama." The
workshop deals directly with the components of English,
writing and speaking, and is intended as a direct approach
to the problem of radio listening, which has become such an
important factor today.
0tympia ~ Centralia, Washington. The debating team42
in each of these schools debated before the assembly of its
own school, in its own auditorium, and heard each other's
arguments by radio. Stations KGY in Olympia and KELA in
Centralia were. linked together to carry both sides of the
debate which was passed on.to the listening audiences of both.
41Ruth Nethercott and Donald E. Bird, "The High School
Radio Workshop," Educational Method, 18:176-9, January, 1939•
..,.'.... ·~2Newf:litem, "High Sohool. Debating Became Air-minded,"
Scho'o1' 'Life', 24:190, Maroh, 1939.
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stations as well. The intricate switohing neoessary to
handle the debate was carried out without a hitch. Managers
of the two stations reported excellent listener response and
plans are under way for 'further debates to be staged in a
similar way between high-school teams in cities where radio
stations are in operation.
LOB Angeles. The "Discovering Our Schools" series is
"a program of the pupils, by the pupils, and for the
pupils. H43 Twenty programs were planned in which fifteen
high schools in the city were to participate. Pupils also
prepare and present broadcasts over the school pUblic address
systems.
~ Wayne. During the school year44 of 1938-39, Fort
Wayne high-school students broadcast under the direotion of
Gretchen Smith, director of physical education. Fifty pro-
grams were prepared and presented in a number of subject
fields, such as vo~ational gUidance, literature, science,
music, sooial sclenoe, health, speech, safety, and art
appreciation. Each program was preceded by a great deal of
student activity, and ~50 pupils in all took part. Students
, '430• q. Tri1lingha1l1, "An Adventure in Radio," Phi Delta
Kappan;,;~1:;327-8, March, 1939.
44Go~~Qn Studebaker, ."Promoting School Broadcasts,"
Sc~~, 24:62-64, November, 1938.
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later expressed appreciation of the insight given them of the
work involved in program production, and gratitude for the
tnaining they had received.
Springfield. In Springfield46 a radio workshop was
organized and sponsored by the school system. More than 200
pupils took part directly in preparation and produotion of
programs during the school year 1937-38. Workshop members
are from the three city high schools. The aims of the work-
shop are to acquaint the public with the work of the schools,
to give students practice in the technique of broadoasting,
to arouse interest in better speech, and to encourage an
appreciation of good eduoational radio programs.
Lewiston, Idaho. The senior-high-school pupils46 of
Lewiston, have been broadoasting for several years •. Five
thirty-minute programs are presented each week. A "planning
staff" of thirteen forensio members, under the gUidance of
Miss Lola Berry, is responsible for all broadcasts. The work
~j oarried on w~th a double purpose, which results seem to
show that they are accomplishing: to give interested







S~WARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOW~ENDATIONS
Summary. Though it is true that the teaoher is still
the most important part of teaohing, 1 and that radio has not
fulfilled the hasty propheoies o~ early enthusiasts that it
would take the plaoe of the teaoher, it is also true that
radio offers the teaoher aid in enriohing, stimulating, and
supplementing2 instruotion. As it is the greatest work of
the great teaoher3 to help the student distinguish between
a world full of faots, many of which are relatively unim-
portant for a given mdividual, the radio voice is not a
substitute for the student's personal contact with the
teacher.
The further one proceeds from "here and now,,,4 the more
diffioult is it to provide experience whiohwill help the
1Florence Hale, "The Radio as an Agency for Enriching
Rural Life," National Education Association Addresses and
Proceedings, Vol. 72, 1934, p. 468. ---
2I. Keith Tyler, "The Use of Radio in the Classroom,·
Education Qa the ~, Seventh yearbook of the Institute for
Education by Radio, 1936, pp. 240-260.,
...... .'. 3Wl1liam S. Paley, "Many Listen to Learn," Junior
Senior !!!5h, School Clearing House, 10:390-1, March, 1936.
::: j,~F10Y(t' E~'Brooker, ,IINegleoted A.reas of Curriculum
Impl~IIlent~:tion,IIEducationalRecord, 20:241-66, April, 1939.
,',\ <::......:..:. .',,, , . .
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pupil visualize the past more vividly. Radio transcriptions
of past events, such as the inauguration of a president, have
a special place here.
schoOls,5 according'to A. G. Crane, are using radio as
an assistant teacher more than is generally known. Radio is
the teacher's assistant6 in stimulating the minds of the
young, and in helping them bridge the gap between the world
of text-books and the world in which they live. Great educa-
tional organizations help in the planning and production of
many educational programs; e.g., .in the programs of the
American School of the Air, the National Education Associa-
tion cooperates with the Columbia Broadcasting System on two
programs; the Progressive Education Association on one pro-
gram; and three agencies, namely the Association for Arts in
Childhood, the National Association of Teachers of English,
and the American Library Association, on another program.
As was shown in Chapter IV, there is a wealth of educa-
tional material of secondary-school level available during
school hours. Radio is also Widely recognized as an aid to
education, and over four hundred great city school systems
5A. G. Crane, liThe Use of Radio in Schools, II The School
Executive, 56:253-5, March, 1937.
" ,(;St,fi)r11n,g Fisher, , 1i100,OOOC1assrooms Can't Be Wrong, n
Radio" Guide" 'pp ~ 10-1, May 4, 1939.
...,
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have installed radios in their classrooms and auditoriums7
so that the pupils can listen to radio education during the
week. In spite of this, high schools do not make very
extensive use of educational programs broadcast during school
hours.
There are several reasons, w~ich present themselves as
almost insurmountable obstacles, for this seeming indiffer-
ence. The chief difficulty is in the matter of scheduling.
The departmental basisS in high school, necessitating several
divisions of the same class at different periods of the day,
is largely responsible for trouble with the schedule. In
many cases, too, the end of a class period may come in the
middle of a broadoast, and while smaller sohools might
lengthen a given period in order to hear the remainder of the
broadcast, in larger schools it would be a cause of muoh con-
fusion to do so. Another objection, which is not so serious,
is that the order of treating various topics varies greatly
in different schools, and a given broadcast may be a preview
or a review rath~r than ooinoide with the work of the class.
Radio could never be used as uniformly in this country as is
done in. foreign countries. School programs on a national
~c.~lne.M. Koon, liThe Radio in the High School,H ~
SchoolEX'ecu'tlve;' 55:1r6-7S, I January, 1936.
t:' .c'; j i. ~ I: ·j'-'.'l:" . ;"j ,
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basis could not be developed here as is done in those coun-
tries, because of different time belts and because each state
is an autonomous unit educationally.
As a way of solving the schedule difficulties, the
Columbia Broadcasting SystemlO encourages its stations in the
mountain-time zone to make record~ngs of the American School
of the Air programs, because they come during the noon hour,.
and rebroadcast at a time more convenient for both the schools
and the radio station. Some of tne stations of the National
Broadcasting Company are likewise recording and giving later
some of the network school broadcasts which come at an
inopportune time.
Reoommendations. Radio is not the final end of class-
room instruction and is only a part of the teaching situa-
tion.l~ It has contribution to make to the seven "Cardinal
Principles." A program may contribute to activities and
studies already going on, stimula.te new interests, serve as
a source of material for practice or drill, or serve for
recreation or pleasure. Whether or not radio succeeds in
9Levering Tyson, "Education for Large Groups by Radio,"
Education ~ Radio, 5:15, Maroh 28, 1935.
: l'
lONews item, ~ News Letter, Vol. 4, No.4, pp. 2 & 4,
February,l9~9.




fulfilling these objectives depends on how it is used.
Educators can help to make radio service to schools more
etfective12 by oftering constructive criticism of eXisting
programs and by stating .needs and preferences in regard to
subJeot matter, treatment, and sohedules. Making better use
of school broadcasts, encouraging.out-of-school listening,
and establishing vocational oourses pertaining to broadoast-
ing, are other ways in which eduoators can cooperate with
broadcasters.
In preparing educational programs, the educator13 must
first ot all solve the problem of how to make his material
interesting and how to deliver it in an interesting way.
What Franklin Dunham saysot people in general is applicable
to school children as well. Peoplel4 rather resent an
attempt to take them in hand and educate them, but if an
educator takes advantage ot their natural interests or
arouses interest, people will listen, and in listening beoome
a little more educated, muoh to their own satisfaotion.
12Ernest La ~rade, "Radio and the Secondary Schools, II
·National Education Association Addresses 'and. Proceedings,
:'15':329-30,1937 •
.' l~errill 'penlson, liThe Educational program,IIBrochure .
:trom.the Radio'Institute of the Audible Arts, New York. 1935.
. .1~~nklin;:Ot.inham. "The Obligation of Radio, 'I Address
E1t::·~he.Annual··Meetlngof' the Department of Superintendents
~~"the National Education Association, New Orleans, Louisiana,












Ordinary classroom prooedures16 oannot be used on the radio.
Art for art's sake, and learning for the sake of learning
have little appeal, but the application of these to living
does appeal •
There is a mutual obligation16 between broadcasters and
eduoators to provide and use good ~duoational programs.
Radio ourrioulums and instruction should be brought under a
wise and systematio supervision. In providing faoilities for
radio reoeption, Boyd F. Baldwin says that it should be borne
in mind that radio's utility is six times its oost.
Finally in regard to the manner of using programs, a
number of recommendations are frequently made. Most writers
on the subject insist on three things: (1) oareful advanoe
preparation; (2) organization of the olass as a listening
unit; (3) follow-up disoussion or other aotivity. Among
other speoific suggestions for the suooessful use of programs
are these published by the National Congress of Parents and
Teaohers: l ?
~. ., WilliamS. paley, "Radio and the Humanities," ~
Annals g!~ Amerioan Aoademy 2! Political ~ Sooial
Scienoe, 177:94-104, January, 1935.
16, Boyd F. Baldwin, "Radio as a Teaohing Tool, It Nation's
~ohoo18, 21:40"';2, January, 1938.
. 171HRadio a Powerful Ally," pamphlet published by the







1. Provide satisfactory radio equipment.
2. Listen in small groups, preferably in classrooms.
3. Allow each olass to listen only to the features
intended for them. Insist on close attention--always.
4. Study the lesson material provided--interest the
olass in the oourse as a whole.
5. Develop their interest in every broadoast--provide
neoessary ground work--prepare.
&. Learn how to reoeive three types of broadoasts with
their varying requirements: .(a) Motor Aotivities--
Allow ohildren to follow directions of the microphone
teacher as in rhythmios, learn to sing, eto.; (b)
Visual Aotivities--Center the eye attention of pupils
on maps, drawings, outlines, or objects under
disoussion, in all other subjeots exoept dramatiza-
tions and stories; (0) Imaginative Aotivities--Pull
shades and close the eyes'in case of stories or
dramatizations in which the imagination should form
the pioture undisturbed by the outside world.
7. Treat radio-reoeived information the same as all
other--inolude it in tests, examinations, etc.
8. Provide retention by disoussion of broadcasts, keep-
ing notebooks, projects, eto.
9. Foster home disoussion of broadcasts heard by both
home and school.
10. Give every' possible suggestion for the improvement
of the broadoasts.
The Ohio Sohool of the Air18 offers practioally the same
suggestions for the use of programs. The Wisconsin School of
.the Air19 also offers suggestions whioh are substantially the
same, together with these:
Effective sohool broadcasting requires a personali-
ty at both ends, in the classroom as well as at the
microphone. The skill of the teaoher in using the pro-
gram 1s just as important as that of the broadcaster in
;18nThe Ohio Scho·ol of the Air, n WOSU Program Bulletin,
J,938-39.
!", 19aThe. Wisoonsin Sohoolof the Air" Program Sohedule,
February to June, 1938.
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presenting it. Don't make radio a chore for yourself or
your pupils J Listening should be a pleasure. Don't
spoil it by too much formality and tiring routine.
Besides programs designed especially for schools, there
are a great many of an educational nature broadcast out of
sohool hours, which might be assigned for listening at home
and report in class. Since this use of programs depends so
much on the individual teacher, it is impossible to get a
true picture of the extent to which such programs are thus
used. The impression gathered from most magazine articles
on the educational use of radio would indicate that they are
widely used, though not always consistently and
systematically.
In the matter of teaching the critical appraisal of
programs, there seems to be an awareness on the part of
teachers in general of the real need for such teaching.
Where this need is felt, it may be assumed that something is
being done about it, whether or not it is a required part of
81
the oourse of study. Many teachers are making this teaching
a unit of an English olass.
High schools have taken rather eagerly to broadcasting.
Those equipped with pUb~ic address systems broadcast to
other rooms within the school. Those in cities having
broadcasting stations broadcast a program or a series of
programs over the local station. Eduoators working with
these broadcasting projects feel justified by the results
obtained. The most commonly mentioned benefit is the
motivation of pupils to do their best work. School spirit
and school pride, better speech, research in literature and
social studies, a greater appreciation of literature and of
the mechanics of speech are frequently mentioned as good
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182 SOUTH STONE AVENUE
TUCSON, ARIZONA
July, 18, 1938
Dear Sister Mary Madonna:
In September 1937 I was asked to teach religious doctrine in
several of the Catholic schools in Tucson. My work as
Chancellor would not allow the necessary time. I had been
conducting a Catholic Hour on the radio for some time and the
idea struck me that I could use the radio and teach in all of
the schools. I appealed to station KVOA for two fifteen
minute periods per week to broadcast directly into each class-
room in the Catholic schools. We had about 800 children who
would profit by such an arrangement. They gladly donated the
time.
Our broadcasts began. Not only the children but the adults
as well began to write in to the station expressing their
appreciation for the broadcasts. I have a letter now from
KVOA requesting me to continue these broadcasts for 1938-39.
The material covered was from the beginning of creation to
and inoluding the Life of Christ. The first half I gave
questions for the children to answer immediately after the
broadcast. The second half I used the last four minutes for
a children's question box. The Sisters cooperated in every
way possible and from them there is no question as to the use
of such teaching via radio. I aimed to use words which any
fifth grader could easily understand. Our children who took
the radio lessons included the fourth grades thru High school.
I thOUght it might be a novelty which would soon wear off but
when I closed the season I found the enthusiasm just as vivid
as in the beginning. The children are all looking forward to
the next season_of' THE CATHOLIC RADIO CLUB.
It may interest you to know that the Ave Maria Hour is plann-
ing to produce a number of' recordings teaching religion via
recording to be played in the classroom. They have some of my
manuscripts. I visited all the rooms in December and asked
various questions about broadcasts of October to see if the
children remembered. They surely did retain much more than I
had expected. In conclusion I believe that there is a great
field in teaching via radio it our leaders will but make use
of' the facilities at their dibposal.
Sincerely yours in Christ,
(signed) Rev. Don H. Hughes
~l
i
..~ NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
j A Radio Corporation at America Service
tl RCA BUILDING RADIO CITYI NEW YORK, N. Y.
I August 9, 1939
~ The Reverend Sister Madonna
~ St. Joseph's Academy
~ TiptonI Indiana
Dear Sister Madonna:
Mr. Franklin Dunham has reterred to me your inquiry
regarding the schools which make use ot the NBC Music Appreci-
ation Hour. _We have no precise way ot ascertaining how many
schools tune in on this course, but we estimate the number to
be about 50,000 or 60,000.
According to information received tram a selected
list ot schools which represent a total ot about 235,000
pupils. who listen regularly to the NBC Musio Appreoiation
;,' Hour, about 118,000 follow Series A, 11,000 tollow Series B,
about 21,000 follow Series C and about 11,000 tollow Series D.
Most ot the Series A listeners belong to the 34d, 4th, 5th and
6th grades; most ot Series B listeners belong to the 5th, 6th,
7th and 8th grades; most of the Series C listeners belong to
the 7th, 8th, 9th and lOth grades; and most ot the Series D
listeners belon~ to the 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grades.
Yours very sinoerely
(signed) Lawrenoe Abbott











This office did not conduct during the past radio school year
a survey capable of yielding information of the nature you
request, nor has data from the tan mail yet been summarized.
We can supply you at this time with no more definite informa-
tion than the statement that the Nation's School of the Air
was broadcast last year over fifty-seven stations of the
Mutual Network and fan mail indicated a listening audience ot
many thousands from coast to coast.
Very truly yours,























We are pleased to tell you that there are more than
4,000 schools now using the WLS School Time programs
regularly. We are enclosing copies ot last year's schedule
and teacher manuals tor the second semester which will
indicate to you the manner in which these materials are
actually used in the classroom.
With all best regards, I remain,
Sincerely,
(signed) Harriet H. Hester
Educational Director










We do not have our program for the coming semester arranged
in detail as yet but I am enclosing several past schedules
and programs with the hope that they may be of some service
to you in understanding our policies here at Purdue.
For the past several years we have been arranging programs
specifically" for the grade schools in Lafayette as well as
"Specifically for Arsenal Technical Schools of Indianapolis.
These are all scheduled in cooperation with teachers at these
various schools and we try, as much as possible, to set up
programs that will fulfill a definite need in their teaching
work~ It is our hope that during the coming school year we
can make our listening audience for our school programs more
general, drawing from schools allover the state.
If there is any program.which you would care to know about


















Under separate cover, I am sending some material which may
prove useful for your thesis material. This includes a
Program BUlletin, a copy of which is sent to each of our
schools each school week during the year, listing recommended
sustaining programs for school-time and free-time listening.
You will notice that the Radio Council programs are boxed, and
that the high-school programs produced by our department are
prepared entirely for free-time listening, since we have not
found it possible up to the present time to adjust our
schedule to that of the high schools.
A brief description ot the history of radio in education-in
the Chicago PUblic Schools may be found in Carroll Atkinson's
book,. DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO EDUCATION POLICIES IN AMERICAN
PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
We 'will send you, at your request, a copy of The Radio Work-
shop--a pUblication prepared for the high school teacher who
is interested in developing a workshop in her own groups in
the high school, or in developing various phases of it by
integrating that with her English curriculum. To cover the
cost of postage- and material, we must ask that you include
ten cents with your request.
I should be very happy to answer any further question you may
have about the work in Chicago.
Very truly yours,












We have only one program which is definitely planned for
school use. This is a course in biology for high schools
which is deslgned to broaden the horizon for the students by
presenting talks on the general theme "Our Living World" by
members of the Department of Zoology, Botany, Physiology,
Entomology, and Bacteriology. A lesson outline is prepared
for use in the schools and is mailed to the schools partici-
pating. We have no figures as to the actual number following
this series last year.
WKAR being an educational station does have many educa-
tional programs throughout the day. We are mailing to you a
file of all printed programs for the school year which will,
we hope, give> you an indication of the scope of our broad-
casts.
We trust that this is the information that you desire,
and we are ,very happy to be of service to you.
Very truly yours,




WHA Wisconsin state Station






It is difficult to say how many high schools use
the College of the Air programs but the indications are that
it is a rather sizeable audience. About a year and a half
ago we made a survey and found about seventy different
schools listening.
High school classes are tuning in the Wisconsin
School of the Air as well as the Wisconsin College of the Air.
Some courses are especially planned for secondary schools.
The new bulletin is not yet ready but the indica-
tions are that at least two courses will be given. One, on
Thursdays at 1:30 is to be a Speech-English combination, and
the one Friday at 1:30 a music program. It is all especially
planned for high schools and a complete system of evaluations
will ,be set up.
Yes, quite frequently high school groups broadcast
over the state stations. Some do dramatic, music, forensic
and other types of programs representative of their work.
Not infrequently do the high schools take charge of the
community programs.
Quite a few high schools in the state broadcast
over the local stations in their community. This serves as
an opportunity for telling the home town folks about school .
activities.
Very truly yours,




INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF llUSIC
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
INDIANA STATE SYMPHONY BROADCAST SERVICE
March 2, 1939
Dear Friend:
Enclosed are notes to accompany the broadcast of the
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra on Wednesday, March 8.
According to advices received from the orchestra this program
will present the following numbers:
Schumann, Symphony No. 4 in D Minor, Op. 120
Mason, "Rambling Sailor" from Suite after English
Folk Songs
Elgar, Variation on an Original Theme (Enigma)
We have recently oompiled a summary of the extent to
which these weekly program notes are being distributed. Our
tabUlation shows that 1,015 persons in 901 schools of the
state, distributed through 91 of the state's 92 counties, are
receiving the notes each week. It is doubtless gratifying
to many of you to realize to what extent music teachers in
Indiana schools are making use of current, home-produced
music to raise the level of music appreciation for thousands
of our Indiana children.
Cordia1lyyoure,
State Symphony Broadoast Service









Enclosed are copies of the 1936-37 and 1937-38 Program
Schedules and also a mimeographed page showing the enrollment.
You will see that practically all of our programs are planned
for elementary school use. Some high school classes may-
listen to a few of the programs but they would represent only
a small portion of our total listening audience. We have
found that the rigid class schedules in high schools are a
barrier to extensive use of radio programs. It is princi-
pally for that reason that our interests have been concen-
trated in the elementary field.
Very trUly yours,










It is true that the Oranford High School has a
complete radio set-up, but we have so far made so little use
of it as compared with its possibilities that we have much
yet to learn in experience. So far, most of the use of our
radio within the building has been from the public address
set-up. That is, I have made daily use of it in the morning
and afternoon for routine announcements throughout the
building.
There have been other times when special broadcasts
have been arranged to certain rooms. For example, an English
class would send a group of its members to the office where a
one act play or skit would be broadcast to that class through
our microphone. On other occasions, certain musical programs
have been broadcast from the auditorium stage or from our
Music,Room by the high school orchestra to various rooms in the
building. We have also made use of the amplit~cation in the
gym during the lunch periods when phonograph records would be
played from the office unit and transmitted into the gym.
During basketball games also in the gym the microphone is
plugged into a special input arranged in the gym and the play
by play description of the game was then broadcast to the
spectators.
We have also used the microphone on the stage of
the auditorium at various times. For example, at commencement
it was. used by student speakers on the program. The Damrosch
concerts have been broadoast over the air from time to time to









SCORECARD FOR CHILDRENS RADIO PROGRAMS
Name of Program~ Sponsored by __
Time ,Station, Frequency __















Approve (check} Disapprove (check)
1. Holds interest - proper 1. Excitement too frequent
emotional intensity. or long sustained.
2. Tells worthwhile story. 2. Story lacks merit.
3. Characters worth knowing. 3. Charaoters lack worth
or attractiveness.
4. Roles natural - true to 4. Roles unnatural, far-
life. fetched •.
5. Authentio (In historical, 5. Lacks factual content











Failure to make Character-
Destroying Qualities suff-
iciently unattractive. (check)
1. Lieing, stealing, break-
ing promises
2. Oheating, breaking faith
3. Se1fishness- unwilling-




















9. Luxury loving and loose
spending.
10. BlUff, bravade, "hard
guy".
11. Dirty speech - poor
sportmanship.
12'. Irreverance - making
light of religion.
N.B. Credit is given for use of the Scout Laws. They afford





1. Assisting with home duties 1.
2. Reading of better books 2.
and magazines
3. Development of helpful 3.
hobbies (collecting,
hi~ing, manual arts, etc.)
4. Joining the YMCA, YWCA, 4.
Scouts, etc.
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